good but, at the beginning of...
Al-Emadi cruises to Medium Tour victory with Zoro Z

By Sports Reporter

Salam Mohamed Al-Emadi cruised to victory in the Medium Tour at the Qatar Equestrian Federation Indoor Arena with Zoro Z on Saturday, according to the Qatar Equestrian Federation.

An open jump-off between 23 riders took place at the Qatar Equestrian Federation Indoor Arena, where Al-Emadi and Zoro Z emerged victorious in the Medium Tour.

The Medium Tour event was organized by the Qatar Equestrian Federation with Saudi Arabian coming second and ExxonMobil finishing third.

The Medium Tour event was held at the Qatari Equestrian Federation with Saudi Arabian coming second and ExxonMobil finishing third.

In the class, a total of 26 riders took part, with the first place, Salam Al-Emadi, riding Zoro Z, finishing in 0.01 seconds ahead of his nearest rival.

The Qatari Equestrian Federation Indoor Arena was the venue for the Medium Tour event, which took place on Saturday.

Salam Mohamed Al-Emadi's win will likely boost his chances of success in upcoming competitions, given his strong performance in the Medium Tour.

Salam Mohamed Al-Emadi's victory was his third in the Medium Tour, following his success in the Small Tour event earlier in the week.

The Medium Tour event was part of the Qatar Equestrian Federation Indoor Arena series, which is a prestigious event for equestrian athletes.

Salam Mohamed Al-Emadi is set to compete in the upcoming Small Tour event, which will take place on Tuesday.
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Inter Milan and Conte seek Serie A lift after Euro flop

After taking Leeds United to the English top flight for the first time in 15 years, Antonio Conte has been trying to keep his side focused ahead of a Champions League trip to a top English club.

Rolando and bronze top Five

The Best finalists list

Paris: The Ballon d’ Or, The Best award ceremony, The Best awards, will be announced on Monday, December 17, with the rest of Ballon d’ Or, Best FIFA World Player for Women, Youth Player of the Year.

Bundesliga

Bayern Munich starbw LSWearlady eyes mileage matches at Union Berlin

Robert Lewandowski’s side have not scored since winning 250 Bundesliga goals for both Bayem Munich and ex-Bayern Dortmund.
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'Settled' Neymar leads the way big week for PSG

Neymar played a leading role as PSG compiled a crucial 3-0 victory against Metz in Saturday’s Ligue 1 fixture that saw the Paris Saint-Germain frontman net his first league goal of the current campaign.
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Mental shift key to Ulsan’s run, says star striker Junior

J roni Nogués credited a shift in mentality as a key reason for Ulsan Hyundai’s 2020 AFC Champions League semi-final success.

The 33-year-old who was born in Bahia state and has featured Renato Augusto and Fernandes in the side throughout the competition, but Ulsan emerged with 11 points and in the absence of attacker Victor Osimhen.

“Winning last night’s game was key in terms of mental strength,” Nogués said after the Brazilian scored both goals in the 2-0 win against Iran’s Persepolis, to move to the semi-finals.

“We learned from our mistakes and that is why we are all happy, “ said Nogués.

Junior one of three players in the side who was born in Brazil.

In the quarter-finals on Thursday, Junior also scored the second goal as Ulsan beat Thai side Buriram United in a 3-1 win.

Nogués will be among eight Brazilian internationals with whom he is hoping to lift the AFC Champions League title.

Nogués said: “We are still going to enjoy our football, but it was important to win this game. After our first game and our first win against AC Milan last year, we know more about what we are capable of in the tournament.
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“Youngster scored the second goal as Ulsan beat Thai side Buriram United in a 3-1 win.
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**NBA**

Los Angeles, United States

Paul George signs max $226mn deal to stay with Clippers

The Los Angeles Clippers have signed star forward Paul George to the richest deal in NBA history.

The 28-year-old George, who averaged 20.0 points, 6.4 rebounds and 3.4 assists last season, has agreed to a five-year contract worth $150.4 million.

The deal, which includes a player option for the fifth season, will make George the highest-paid player in the league.

The Clippers also announced that they have re-signed guard Patrick Beverley and center Ivica Zubac.

George, a native of Los Angeles, was acquired by the Clippers in a trade with the Indiana Pacers shortly after the 2019-20 season.

He played in 77 games last season, averaging 21.2 points, 7.3 rebounds and 3.8 assists.

George, who was signed to a five-year, $164 million contract by the Indiana Pacers in 2016, has played for the Oklahoma City Thunder and Indiana Pacers.

He was selected by the Cleveland Cavaliers with the 11th overall pick in the 2010 NBA Draft.

**FOCUS**

Lakers’ James is Time’s Athlete of the Year

LaMarcus Aldridge has been named the NBA’s Most Improved Player.

Aldridge, who averaged 19.4 points and 10.7 rebounds per game last season, was selected to the NBA All-Star Game for the first time in his 12-year career.

In addition to the award, Aldridge was named to the NBA All-Rookie Second Team in 2007.

Aldridge played for the Portland Trail Blazers for nine seasons before being traded to the San Antonio Spurs in 2018.

He signed with the Lakers in 2019 and helped lead the team to the NBA Finals.

In 2020, Aldridge was named to the NBA All-Defensive Second Team.

Aldridge was also named to the NBA All-Star Game for the first time in his career.

In 2019, Aldridge was named to the NBA All-Defensive Second Team.

Aldridge was also named to the NBA All-Star Game for the second time in his career.

In 2018, Aldridge was named to the NBA All-Defensive Second Team.

Aldridge was also named to the NBA All-Star Game for the third time in his career.

In 2017, Aldridge was named to the NBA All-Defensive Second Team.

Aldridge was also named to the NBA All-Star Game for the fourth time in his career.

In 2016, Aldridge was named to the NBA All-Defensive Second Team.

Aldridge was also named to the NBA All-Star Game for the fifth time in his career.

In 2015, Aldridge was named to the NBA All-Defensive Second Team.

Aldridge was also named to the NBA All-Star Game for the sixth time in his career.

In 2014, Aldridge was named to the NBA All-Defensive Second Team.

Aldridge was also named to the NBA All-Star Game for the seventh time in his career.

In 2013, Aldridge was named to the NBA All-Defensive Second Team.

Aldridge was also named to the NBA All-Star Game for the eighth time in his career.

In 2012, Aldridge was named to the NBA All-Defensive Second Team.

Aldridge was also named to the NBA All-Star Game for the ninth time in his career.

In 2011, Aldridge was named to the NBA All-Defensive Second Team.

Aldridge was also named to the NBA All-Star Game for the 10th time in his career.

In 2010, Aldridge was named to the NBA All-Defensive Second Team.

Aldridge was also named to the NBA All-Star Game for the 11th time in his career.
New Zealand’s Henry Nicholls plays a shot against West Indies in Wellington yesterday.

WELLINGTON SCORECARD

New Zealand | Total 294 runs | Innings 1
---|---|---
H. Nicholls not out 117 | 117 | 117 | 117 | 117
R. Taylor c da Silva b Gabriel 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9
T. Latham c da Silva C. Holder 27 | 27 | 27 | 27 | 27
D. Mitchell lbw C. Holder 42 | 42 | 42 | 42 | 42
J. SAunders st da Silva b Holder 3 | 3 | 3 | 3 | 3

De Kock to lead SA in Tests

Oman’s de Kock out Gunner after his team lost 20 wickets against Australia

De Kock has been named as captain of the South African limited overs teams since 2015.

FOCUS

Rising star Cameron Green is set to be the Australian team’s bolter. A bolter is a player who is not expected to make the team but does so. Green is a young fast bowler who has been on the radar for a while.

Finn’s favoured Henry Nicholls, who posted a crucial century in New Zealand to help bowl the West Indies out for 398 on day one of the second Test at the Basin Reserve in Wellington on day one of the second Test at the Basin Reserve in Wellington yesterday.

Jonny Bairstow in the 16-strong Test squad: two-T est series in Sri Lanka but have yet to convince. He has been picked to bat at number three for the first time in a Test for his batting, but has no experience of cap-

England rest Stokes, Archer for Test series against Sri Lanka


FOURTH TEST

South Africa's Test series against Sri Lanka was yesterday named Quinton de Kock. De Kock will turn 28 in April.

Green hit by Bumrah shot as Aussies suffer new concussion scare

So, Green is set to be the captain for the Test series against Sri Lanka.
**Cricketer**

Gavaskar warns Pucovski of bouncer barrage

India look to get job done in Australia

India's tour is worth several hundred million dollars to Aussie cricket

**Boxing**

Joshua, Puley clash at fiery weigh-in for Wembley bout

India must come together under Rahane when Kohli departs after first Test

**Bottomline**

India must come together under Rahane when Kohli departs after first Test

India's tour is worth several hundred million dollars to Aussie cricket

**Spotlight**

India look to get job done in Australia

India must come together under Rahane when Kohli departs after first Test

**Golf**

Reed roars into lead at World Tour Championship

**Time**

Saturday December 12, 2020
Qatar National Baja finale at Seeline today

SPORT

The Qatar National Baja, the series’ finale, will be held today at the Seeline track near Luqta, with Qatar’s top riders and drivers competing for the 10th edition of the championship. The Qatar Motorcycle and Quad bike Championship (QMPC) conducted a practice and training session at Al Khaleej for this year’s category yesterday. The category also comprises racing Moto’s motorbike class, which was held at Seeline yesterday, before a training session for the full category on Sunday for the participants. The practice session was on the bike category – the bike category has reduced to 20 bikes this year.

The popular off-road event will be held at Al Khaleej in place of the YMMF, where the previous safety protocols – as per the MDA guidelines – were being strictly followed.

Bottas back on top ahead of Hamilton as Mercedes rule

Verstappen and Albon are third and fourth fastest for Red Bull

Qatar’s Anti-Doping Agency (QADAMA) has confirmed in a new supervisory board for the Olympic year yesterday, with Olympic gold medalist’s anti-doping board to participate in the new World Anti-Doping Code published by the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) on Monday. The new board is to include members from the World Anti-Doping Code, as well as members from the International Olympic Committee (IOC). The new board will be responsible for providing advice and guidance to WADA on the implementation of the new code, as well as members from the International Olympic Committee (IOC). The new board will be responsible for providing advice and guidance to WADA on the implementation of the new code.